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At 1630 on 10/2/86 with reactor power at 100 percent it was discovered
that venting of the A and B Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI)
lines to verify that the piping from the pump discharge valve to the |1
injection valve is filled with water was not being performed at the
vents in the highest point in the piping as required by the Technical
Specifications. Technical Specification Section 4.5.1.a.1 requires

g
that the piping for the LPCI systems be verified to be filled with
water at the high point vents at least onco per 31 days,I

The survoillance was being performed using vents which wore not at thei

! piping high point on LPCI Loops A and D. The correct high point vent
valves were installed in August, 1985 prior to initial plant startup
but after issuance of the applicable Surveillance Test Procedures

,

(STP). The correct vents were not incorporated into the STPs until
;

the day after the error was discovered on 10/2/06. When the error was
discovered, the loops were vented using the correct high point vents.
No air was discovered in the lines. A subsequent analysis has shown
that had the piping been filled with air at any time, it would not ,

have significantly increased LPCI injection time or caused water
*

. hammer damago. The health and safety of the public was not affected
'

sinco no ayutem damage occurred and all related systems have
: functioned au designed.
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REPORTED CONDITION

At 1630 on 10/2/86 with the reactor at 100 percent power, an engineer !

was performing the restoration steps in a Surveillance Test Procedure
(STP) which required venting the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI)
Loop A injection piping. It was discovered that although Loops A and
B injection piping had been verified to be full of water on a monthly
basis as required by Technical Specification 4.5.1.a.2, the vents used
were not located at the highest point in the piping. ;

INVESTIGATION

On 6/8/85, prior to initial plant startup, the high point vents of the
LPCI System Loops A and B were discovered to be located on the.
vertical run of pipe a few feet below where the piping turned
horizontally toward the LPCI injection valves. Because of the long
run of horizontal pipo beyond this point (approximately 30 foot of Ipiping on the A loop and 38 feet on the B loop upstream of the
injection valves) it could not be verified to be full of water using
the installed high point vents. A design change was incorporated
during construction to add now high point vents in the horizontal runs
of pipo. The modifications were completed in August, 1985.

The original issue of the STP's written to verify that system piping
from the pump dischargo valve to the system injection valvo is filled
with water were issued in Decembor,1984 and revtsed in Juno and July |
of 1985. Therefore, the STP's used the valves waich wore originally i

intended to be the high point vents. After the modifications to add
1the new vents woro completed, the STP's remained rs originally

written. The investigation into how and why the STP's were not
revised to reflect the revised design discovered that during the final
stages of construction, a number of construction design changos
(E&DCR's) were closed without verification that they had boon
implemented into plant procedures. This occurred during Juno, July

I
and August of 1985 just prior to fuel load. The controlling procedure
for E&DCR's required the verifications to be completed prior to
closure of the E&DCR. During this period of timo, the control of
design changos was being gradually transferred from the construction
organizations to the operating organizations. Sinco completion of the
donign transfor, the abovo condition has not occurred.
A review of the E&DCR's which did not rocoive a comploto review for
changos to plant procedures was performed. A few cason woro found
whoro plant procedures woro not updated to reflect a E&DCR. Other
than the case which initiated this LER, nono woro found that could
have affected the operability of plant systems or components.

An analysis was performed for the offects of trapped air in the
sections of pipo betwoon the incorrnet high point vonts and the 2

injection valves. For the worst caso analysis, the piping was assumed
pF
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to be filled with air from the injection valvo down to the incorrect
high point vents with the air pressurized to 18 psig by the koop fill
system pump. Loop A could have a maximum of 23.3 cubic foot of air
and Loop B 31.0 cubic feet. This corresponds to 29.3 foot of 10 inch
pipe for Loop A and 36.4 feet for Loop B. The Ri!R pumps accolorate to
rated speed in approximately 1 second. The injection valves will not
unseat by the time the pumps reach rated spood and pressure. The air

2
will compress to a smaller volume upon actuation of the pumps. The
air will attenuate the amplitude of the pressure waves created as the
pumps start and the piping fills with water. No water hammer damage
is expected as a result. It is concluded that even if the piping had
boon filled with air at any timo prior to discovery, it would not have
affected the ability of the LPCI loops to perform their safety
functions.

The piping is now being vented through the correct high point vents
and no air has been discovered. The system injection valves are
exercised open during cold shutdown for the ISI pump and valvo testing
program. This provided an additional system vont for any air that may
have accumulated in the horizontal run of pipe to the reactor vessel.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

The piping was immediately vented from the correct vents and no air
was discovered in the linos. The applicablo STP's woro revised to use
the correct high point vonts. Sinco all E&DCR's completed during the
transition phano have been reviewed for incorporation into plant

3proceduros and all appropriato procedure changes have boon completed,
no further correctivo action is necessary.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Thoro woro no adverse affects on tho health and safety of the public
as a result of this event sinco no system damage occurrod and all
related systems havo functioned as designed.
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March 12, 1987
RBG- 2 54 91
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlement

River Bond Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Please find enclosed Licensco Event Roport No. 86-059
Revision 2 for River Bond Station - Unit 1. This revision is
submitted pursuant to 10CFR50.73 to provido the final results of
further investigation.

Sincoroly,

d [J. E.MbBooker
Manager-River Bond Oversight
River Bond Nuclear Group

JEB/TFP/PDG/DAS/jo

Enclosuro

cci U.S. Nucioar Regulatory Commission
Gil Ryan Plaza Drivo, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Records Contor
1100 circic 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064

NRC Resident Inspector
P.O. Box 1051
St. Franciavillo, LA 70775


